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NCHL RECEIVES SUPPORT FOR ITS “BOLD” CHALLENGE
FROM CIELO HEALTHCARE
CHICAGO, June 8, 2016 – The National Center for Healthcare Leadership
(NCHL) said today that Cielo Healthcare, the healthcare industry’s leading
strategic Recruitment Process Outsourcing partner, will be the Presenting Sponsor
for its 2016 National Health Leadership Survey and Best Organizations for
Leadership Development (BOLD) recognition program. BOLD is NCHL’s
platform to recognize those organizations that are leading the field in preparing the
current and future generations of leaders needed to transform our health system.
“BOLD has grown into the most-talked about award recognizing hospitals and
health systems for outstanding work preparing our next generation of healthcare
leaders,” NCHL President and Board Chair Tim Rice said. “Cielo Healthcare’s
sponsorship of the leadership survey and the BOLD award, as well as their thought
leadership in the field, help support this important work as we continue to seek
innovation in leadership development.”
The BOLD award was introduced in 2014, when 10 high-performing hospitals and
health systems were recognized for their use of evidence-based leadership
development practices to achieve excellence and improve the quality of healthcare
in their communities. Best-practice organizations are invited to showcase their
work during NCHL’s annual Human Capital Investment Conference, which is held
in November.
“As a company committed to being a solution to today’s healthcare challenges, we
are thrilled to be aligned with the innovative and forward-looking work that NCHL
has accomplished through BOLD,” said Cielo Healthcare President Jill Schwieters.
“We believe hiring and developing great leaders is key to delivering exceptional
care, achieving operational results, and driving innovation, and are proud to partner
with NCHL to recognize those organizations that are excelling at supporting those
leaders who are transforming America’s healthcare system.”
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ABOUT CIELO HEALTHCARE
Cielo Healthcare is the world’s leading provider of strategic Recruitment Process Outsourcing solutions for
the healthcare industry. Cielo Healthcare leverages its deep provider expertise, customized, innovative
solutions and entrepreneurial agility to help clients achieve sustained people advantage and outstanding
business outcomes. Cielo Healthcare knows talent is rising—and with it, healthcare’s opportunity to rise
above. For more information, visit cielohealthcare.com.
ABOUT THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
The National Center for Healthcare Leadership (NCHL), a Chicago-based not-for-profit organization, is an
industry catalyst to ensure the availability of accountable and transformational healthcare leadership for the
21st century. Its vision is to improve the health of the public through leadership and organizational
excellence. For more information please visit NCHL’s website at www.nchl.org.

